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Elizabeth Grotch, born in 1938, referred to
her nanny, Janina Zillow, as the mother "she AM O  B E Y O M O
knew" before the ward Zillow was present 
in the home providing the daily, hands-on 
child-rearing tasks, making sure she was 
dressed, bathed, and carefully looked after.
After Janina Zillow removed Grotch, along 
with her cousin Lillian Trilling, from the 
Warsaw ghetto, the trio went to the former 
nanny's sister's home; but they could stay 
only a few days because Zillow's sister, a 
laundress, was afraid to keep them any lon
ger/ The nanny told people the girls were 
her nieces and that she was caring for them 
because her brother had been killed. The 
girls called her aunt in public, but some
times mixed up details, adding to the serious danger. Zillow obtained papers ^ 
for Grotch and Trilling, and the three of them traveled by train to Lviv (Lw6w), 
where Zillow had been living/ To avoid scrutiny, Zillow kept the girls inside - 
the apartment all day while she worked, but the landlord denounced them. 
During her encounter with the Germans, Zillow was thrown against the wall - 
and feared that she would be sent to work in Germany, so she and the two girls 
had to leave the area. The three of them parted ways; Trilling was provided^ 
with papers to work in Warsaw, and Grotch and Zillow went to stay with the 
nanny's family in Lublin.

Life with Zillow's family, whom she described as "pro-Nazi," was difficulty j 
for both Grotch and her caregiver." While the rest of Zillow's family treated 
her well, the mother was openly hostile toward her. Upon their arrival; the 
mother said to Zillow, "Well, when you were a child you used to bring stray 
cats, now you bring stray Jews."^ Grotch lived in a formerly Jewish-owned' 
apartment with Zillow and Zillow's mother, brother, and sister. The 
was also running a formerly Jewish-owned business, and hidinga Jewish 
in this home led to a great deal of conflict. Grotch was generally kept cou 
cealed because the family was afraid that people would see her and recognw? 
her typically Jewish features. Zillow's family denounced people, looted
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belongings, and directly benefited from the persecution of the Jewish popu
lation by receiving both an apartment and a business. Grotch described the 
mother as fiercely antisemitic. Yet this family was willing to risk its members' 
Jives to hide a Jewish child in their home, which seems contradictory in the 
face of their other behavior.

Grotch suggested that Zillow's mother was desperate to have Zillow there, 
mid the former maid wanted a child of her own/ Zillow had kept a Jewish 
baby in her Lwow apartment while she was hiding Trilling and Grotch; but 
when they were denounced, the baby had to be sent away. Grotch recalled Zil
low frequently commenting that it was a shame about that other baby/ While 
Zillow's mother may have had ambivalent or negative feelings about Grotch, 
Zillow was "her daughter, her youngest child, so it was better to have her even 
if she had to put up with that (a Jewish child in their home)."' For Zillow, the 
desire to have a child and her feelings of attachment to her prewar charge 
were enough motivation to take an enormous risk and suffer her mothers 
displeasure.

Despite the animosity of the mother, Grotch was in many ways treated as 
part of this family. They celebrated the holidays together, and she was taken 
to church sometimes even though that was quite risky. Grotch believed she 
stayed with the family in Lublin at least one-and-a-half years, and she stayed 
with Zillow until she left Poland in 1946. This was a very uncomfortable and 
sometimes hostile environment for the child, and yet she was with the one 
person she felt safest with, Janina Zillow. Her maid was willing to deal with 
her mother's disapproval and risk not only her own life, but the lives of all of 
her Immediate family to keep this child.

Zillow's age, the nanny's role as the child's primary caregiver before the 
war, and the time they spent together in hiding contributed to making their 
bond become even stronger during the Nazi occupation while staying briefly 
inhwdw and then in Lublin. When Grotch was approximately four or five years 
old, Zillow told her that her mother had been killed. Grotch replied, "Thank 
God it wasn't you," and her caregiver responded by yelling at her for saying 
Mich a thing and asking her if  she was ashamed of herself/ Zillow had been 

attached to Grotch's mother, acting very nurturing and protective toward 
bet employer before the war, and was likely upset at the news of her death, 
^boagh it was jarring for Zillow to hear the child express her lack of attach- 
Runt to her mother, perhaps her reaction should not have been unexpected, 
^otch was very young at the outbreak of the war and said that by the end of 

e War she thought Zillow was her mother. The memory of her own mother 
so vague by then that she did not even want to think about her or about 
S Jewish.'" Her age, the time spent with her caregiver, and the need to pre- 
"3 d live as if  she were Zillow's child certainly reinforced such forgetting.
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Grotch survived the war with ZiHow and was claimed by her extended fam
ily, whose members were living in the United States. Zillow traveled with the 
child to Sweden and Cuba for two years, until they were finally able to reach 
the family in the United States. This woman left her family and home in Poland 
rather than be separated from her charge. Many other female Polish Catholic 
domestic workers who protected Jewish children under Nazi occupation loved 
their charges even before the war, but the time spent together living in fear 
as part of a conspiracy formed a new and deeper bond. Some of these women 
risked everything to keep these children, not just discovery by the authori
ties that could result in death, but the loss of their families of origin, loved 
ones, acquaintances, and friends. The children themselves sometimes were 
old enough to be aware of the situation or sometimes were so young, as in the 
case of Grotch, that the identities they took while passing became their pri
mary identities. They did not always realize how abnormal the situation was. 
The moving, the tension in the home, the adoption of an entirely new identity 
—for some children this was the only childhood they would remember. Thus, 
it was not until later that they would understand exactly what was happening. 
Even for older children, the lines were also not so clear. They may have had 
clear memories of their parents and missed them very much, but they also 
became increasingly attached to their caregivers and to their new identities; 
As we can see in the case of Elizabeth Grotch and her nanny, Janina Zillow, 
while caring for a prewar charge or being cared for by a prewar maid or nanny 
were in fact extensions of prewar life and provided a degree of normalcy, the 
situation also distorted and complicated every aspect of life for those involved 
in these conspiracies.

This chapter argues that the Nazi occupation and Holocaust changed rela
tionships between Polish Catholic domestic workers and their former Jewish 
charges that they later protected, their former employers, and often their own 
acquaintances, family, and friends." The rescue dynamic led to a greater inti
macy between the caregiver and charge as they became partners in conspire 
acy, even while their clandestine activity greatly narrowed their universe and 
altered the prewar pattern of authority between the former employers and 
employees.

i

AN EVER SHmNKtNG UNIVERSE
Nazi policy was intended to sever ties between Polish Jews and gendleA 

and in many cases this policy was overwhelmingly effective. However,, in 
many cases where rescue by a former household servant occurred, Nazi poMcf 
had exactly the opposite effect. Rather than cutting ties and ignoring the ̂  
of their Jewish employers, these women who engaged in clandestine reset* 
and aid activities bound their own fate to that of the Jews they were aidihg-
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In order to protect 3 Jewish child, it was necessary either to pass that child 
off as a gentile or to conceal his or her existence completely. As these women 
had ties to these children from before the war, even in urban areas they ran 
the risk that the child would be recognized as their prewar Jewish charge. As 
a result, when a former caregiver took a child from the ghetto, they either had 
to conceal the child completely from anyone who could recognize them, or to 
relocate to where the two of them would not be recognized.

In the case of Zillow and Grotch, Zillow could not stay in the city and 
needed to take the child someplace else, so she returned to her family of origin 
in Lublin. This created conflict in the family and also required a cover story 
for the appearance of this child. In a small town or village, people were famil
iar with one another, and the sudden appearance of someone who had been 
away with a child they had never heard about before and no husband roused 
suspicion and demanded a cover story. Some women passed their charges 
off as their own offspring. It was, of course, much easier to explain the pres
ence of a child without a husband to strangers than to one's own family and 
ffiends. Former nanny Wictoria Rodziewiecz removed Sarah Wall from the 
Vilna ghetto and initially stayed in the city so the child could continue to have 
contact with her mother." In June 1941, after a former neighbor recognized 
Wall Rodziewiecz, the Gestapo took Rodziewiecz for questioning. They 

1  ̂ released her, but this incident made it apparent that she would have to leave 
j the city. She fled alone, returning the child to her mother temporarily, and 

within weeks she removed the child from the ghetto permanently." In prepa
ration, Rodziewiecz went to her priest to ask for papers for her charge; but 
since she told the clergyman that the child was Jewish, he would not oblige 
her request and suggested she ask another priest she did not know. She took 
his advice, told another priest that Wall was her illegitimate child, and had 
her baptized as Irena to obtain legal documents. Rodziewiecz then returned 
to her family of origin in the village of Grauzyszki (Grauzyszki), located today 
in Belarus, with a baby and unmarried. Initially, Wall says her caretaker did 

^Botknow whom she could trust, so she did not tell her family this secret. Wall 
says, "You can well imagine this devout Catholic woman" who had to bear this 
shape." Soon it was apparent that her family could be trusted; and even after 
the child's identity was revealed, the family continued to treat her well. Just 

]  m be safe, however, anytime people came around they would start admon- 
n hhing the child, yelling at her, "You bastard!" for good measure." This was 
H ĉommon means of concealing the identity of a Jewish child, even though it 
H certainly not without its problems and there was a stigma attached to this
H Ripde of deception for the caretaker."



tNCREASED tNTtMACY
The conspiracy that Wall and Rodziewiecz participated in, just as in the 

previously mentioned case of Zillow and Grotch, firmly cemented the re
lationship between caregiver and charge as one of mother and child. Like 
Grotch, Wall was very young when she was placed in Rodziewiecz's care, 
and eventually this woman would be the only mother she remembered. Wall 
slept with Rodziewiecz every night. She remembers these wartime years 
as hard for everyone, but she recalls feeling fairly secure and being treated 
with lo v e f She always felt that she was tire most important person in Rodzie
wiecz's life.'" The nanny would bleach Wall's hair blond to ensure she looked 
Polish; Wall did not realize until later that this was not a norma! activity. They 
celebrated all the Catholic holidays, and she describes herself as just like all 
the other (gentile) children, meaning antisemitic." One night Rodziewiecz 
and Wall had to leave in the middle of the night because people seemed to be 
suspicious; and her caregiver made it into a game, "like everyone just leaves 
in the middle of the night.""" These abnormal activities that were necessary to 
conceal the true identity of a child often did not seem particularly abnormal 
to the children at the time. Depending on their age or the situation, they did 
not know the difference or they became accustomed to this. Wall, for example, 
did not have any idea at the end of the war that this woman who had raised her 
was not her biological mother. After she was reunited with her own mother, 
who survived the war, she continued to miss her caregiver; but she did not 
ever share this sadness with her mother because she knew it would be hurtful 
to her to hear."'

Rodziewiecz and Wall developed this strong mother-daughter relationship 
that was strengthened by the absence of the child's mother and by the com 
spiracy in which they engaged. The family treated Wall as if  she were a mem
ber and behaved as if  Rodziewiecz were the child's mother. Wall did not know: 
any of this was abnormal. She did not realize that having her hair bleached 
regularly was to conceal her Jewish identity; it was just something she did. 
The family closed ranks and all became responsible for this secret and all bore 
the risks. They pretended that the child was a "bastard," and it stands to rea
son that this would have been the cause of gossip and shame for the family 
as a whole, but especially for Rodziewiecz. So while Rodziewiecz was able tP 
maintain her connections with her family of origin, she did have to leave her 
home and acquaintances in Vilna and bear the shame of having a child out f 
wedlock, thus restricting her social life and relationships. Rather than justhec 
own universe shrinking, this conspiracy restricted the universe of the enure 
family unit. H

Most caregivers were not fortunate enough to have the support of theirfa*$^ 
ilies in their rescue activities; and even when they did have some assistMw^
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from their own family or friends, they still had to conceal their activities from 
everyone else. This included neighbors, landlords, coworkers, shopkeepers, 
and even priests. Nothing could appear out of the ordinary. Karolina Sape- 
towa was employed as a nanny for the Hochweiser children—Samus, Salusia, 
and Iziu—before the war; and after they were confined in the Krakow ghetto 
with their parents, she continued to have contact with the family, taking food 
and needed items to them. The youngest child came to stay with her at her 
home in Witanowice, and she would take the older children from the ghetto 
temporarily whenever the situation became especially unstable. She worried 
and missed the children when they were confined and thought of them as her 
own." In March 1943 when the ghetto was liquidated, Sapetowa and her aunt 
went to the ghetto and caught sight of the older children, Iziu and Salusia, 
with their mother; and as soon as their mother caught sight of Sapetowa, she 
urged the children to "Go to Karolcia."" Salusia "slipped like a mouse between 
the heavy boots of the Ukrainians," who did not notice the child/'* The little 
girl ran to Sapetowa with her "hands stretched out imploringly."" Iziu stayed 

, with his mother, and they were both loaded aboard a transport and Sapetowa 
, never saw them again.
1 Sapetowa took Salusia back home to Witanowice, where she was already 
I keeping her little brother, Samus. At first, the children were able to play out- 
h doors and her neighbors did not harass her much, but this did not last long. 
H When relations grew difficult with the other villagers, she began keeping the 
A  children indoors; but the threats from her neighbors increased rapidly. Her 

neighbors implored and threatened her to turn the children in to the Gestapo 
before they all were punished for harboring Jewish children. She responded 
to their demands by "telling them off" or bribing them, until one day in 1944, 
Shortly before the Soviets liberated Witanowice, the local farmers came to 

! her and told her that they must "get rid of the children."" Their plan to do 
so involved taking the children to the barn and cutting their heads off while 
they slept."

Sapetowa lived with her elderly father, and he was of course alarmed at 
this turn of events, and the children themselves were aware of what was hap- 
^nfng. She remembers, "The poor children knew everything, and before they 
trant to bed they would say to us, 'Karolcia, do not kill us just today!'"" These 
children knew that their caretaker, who loved them as her own, was being 

Msured not just to send them away but to take them into the barn and let 
^neighbors execute them. Sapetowa resolved that she would "not hand over 
^  children at any price."" Instead, she put the children on a cart and pa
dded them around the village, telling everyone she was taking them outside 
° the village to drown them. She then took them out into the surrounding
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evening and hide them in a neighbor's attic. The children suffered there, con
cealed from the other neighbors in a hot, filthy attic, while Sapetowa worked 
to earn enough money to pay for food and to pay the neighbor for this hiding 
place. Eventually, she could not make the payments, and they were in turn 
evicted from this hiding place. Sapetowa, then, with no other choices avail
able, brought the children back to her home and hid them in a shed with the 
cattle until the Red Army liberated them. The children remained with Sape
towa after the war; she became their sole guardian. She wrote, "I shall never 
part from them again, and even if  they were to go to the ends of the earth, I 
would go with them. They are like my children; I love them more than any
thing in the world, and I would do anything for them.""" Sapetowa never re
married (she was a widow), and she stayed with the children, leaving Poland 
with the children for Denmark. Later in life she cared for Salusia's children.*' 

While Sapetowa had the support of her father, she was surrounded by 
hostile neighbors, who believed she was putting all of them in danger. They 
threatened her regularly until she concealed the children completely to ap
pease them. Neighbors she had likely known for years became openly hostile 
toward her, demanding that she murder or at least consent to the murder of 
the children she loved as her own. She also must have been cognizant of the 
danger into which she was placing her elderly father. In addition, the chil
dren's world shrank, as Sapetowa became the only one protecting them. "Nor
mal" changed from confinement in the ghetto to staying for short periods with 
Sapetowa, with whom they "felt at home," to then staying full-time and being 
allowed to play outdoors. Soon, however, the children realized that every sin
gle person living in that town did not want them there, and some of those 
people wanted to harm them physically.** They went from playing outside to 
total concealment. Their father had been shot, their mother and older brother 
had disappeared, and they became fearful that the one person they loved and 
who cared for them might take them into the bam and cut off their heads. For 
these children and others living in hiding, the outside world not only became- 
smaller, it became unimaginably hostile.

ALTERED CAREGtVER-CHARGE RELATtONSHtPS
While rescue brought increased intimacy to the relationship between cawd 

giver and charge, further cementing familial bonds and emotional attachment 
the situation also brought new anxieties and pressures to the relationship); 
As mentioned previously, Salusia and Samus Hochwieser started to fear that 
their beloved caregiver, Karolina Sapetowa, would succumb to thepressuienf 
her neighbors and murder them. Elizabeth Grotch also acknowledged the 
that she felt for her caregiver and felt very much loved by Zillow in return, 
recalled that there were also tense moments which made her fearful- At one
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point, Janina Zillow's mother threw her and the child out of her home. Zillow 
went to a convent seeking shelter for herself and the child, but they were re
fused. Zillow was upset and did not know where to turn, so she told Grotch 
they would go to the church and stand in front of the Holy Virgin and "if she 
nods her head that I should give you away I will have to. If she doesn't I'll stay 
with you."" Grotch remembers feeling terrified standing there, an unwilling 
player in a game of Christian roulette. Mary, of course, did not nod. It was not 
uncommon for caregivers, who were under extreme stress, to lash out at the 
children they cared for or exhibit abnormal behavior during these periods of 
extreme pressure.

Bernhard Kempler and his sister, Anita, spent the war passing as the 
daughters of their former caregiver, Franciszka Ziemianska." Bernhard had 
to act, convincingly, in order to pass as a little girl, Bernadette, since it was 
especially dangerous for male Jews because their circumcision could easily 
confirm their Jewish identities. Kempler was very young during the war, born 
in May 1936; but he recalls he had to make his voice sound like that of a girl, he 
remembers having his hair braided, and he recalls wearing a dress. He passed 
as a little girl for at least four years. He also became Catholic: learning all the 
prayers, attending Mass, and performing the rituals very naturally with his 
caregiver. His whole identity, gender as well as religion and ethnicity, had to 
be transformed to pass as his nanny's child.

Separated from his parents and living with a new identity as a Catholic girl 
was an extreme hardship for the young boy; and the relationship between 
Kempler, his sister, and his caregiver, whom he relied on for stability and pro
tection, was also fraught with tension. Yet Kempler recalls kindness, and he 
felt that Ziemianska loved the children. Kempler explained:

Of course we had been with her before the war as well so it wasn't that big 
a change, but there were times when she was frightened, she had terrible 
headaches and sometimes if we didn't do something exactly the way she 
wanted she would be very upset. She would threaten to leave us, asking 

[ "What did she need this for?" It was dangerous for her to be taking care of 
a Ms and hiding us like that. And I remember that it was frightening to me 
) that she would leave u s."

Iti order to please his caregiver, who was a devout Catholic, Kempler acted 
vary religious as a Catholic" and would get her water and headache powders 

she was not feeling w ell." He explains that he felt close to her, but was 
aware that she did not have to keep him and his sister; so he behaved in a 

^Mner as good, obedient, and helpful as possible." Before the war, his nanny 
after him, but this relationship became distorted under Nazi oc- 

3R policy. Now, under this new circumstance, he faced insecurity and
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fear that the woman who loved him might leave him at any moment. This 
compelled him to constantly attempt to please her as he concealed his true 
identity.

The relationship between Ziemianska and Kempler's sister was also newly 
complicated by this precarious situation. His sister was "more of a problem" 
for their caregiver, so Kempler felt a need to compensate for her behavior by 
being especially obedient and doing everything precisely the way he thought 
Ziemianska wanted him to ." According to Kempler, this created conflict 
between the three of them, placing them in a situation in which he always 
wanted his sister to behave better, but she would not. So he would behave 
better, as he was afraid they would be abandoned. This created what he de
scribes as a sort of psychological triangle between and among them." In her 
biography, Kempler's older sister, Anita Lobel, writes that when the nanny's 
mother became ill, Ziemianska resented that she was unable to leave the chil
dren to go and be with her before she died, and sometimes she also had to miss 
Mass because of the children."" The constant threat of discovery altered the 
dynamic between caregiver and charges and between the siblings.

Unimaginable stress and resentment are often left out of the narrative of 
rescue because it does not fit the image of a heroic rescuer, who is usually por
trayed as selfless and brave. This understanding of rescuers as more human 
and less heroic is in conversation with the current scholarship on Holocaust 
rescuers."' In reality, we know that caregivers were humans, with human 
emotions. They sometimes snapped at their charges, threatened to leave 
them, and at times resented the burden of their commitment to them.

Even with the continuity of a prewar caretaker, life for these children was 
forever altered, often more than the children even understood while it was 
happening. Relationships between caregivers and children were distorted 
and complicated under the pressure and circumstances of the Nazi occupa
tion. Sarah Wall recalls that after the war, when she realized what had really 
happened, "nothing was the same."'" Her whole life was, in her words, "frac
tured." Elizabeth Grotch became a part of her caretaker's family and was so
cialized in antisemidc attitudes, and she became accustomed to living with 
a woman who openly disliked her presence and believed that the Jews were 
"getting what they deserved.'"" Bernhard Kempler went from just being a lit
tle boy living in a middle-class home being cared for by his nanny to the keeper 
of the peace between his sister and their nanny as he also took on the identity 
of Catholic girl. For children who were not completely concealed and had to 
assume a new identity, this meant that one's life depended on convincing^ 
taking on the role of Catholic, working-class child; and oRen this meant losin# 
parts of their own prewar self in the process. Kempler hid with his nanny 
disguised as a little girl, but also went through the camp system as a girl to stay
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with his sister.** While a prewar caregiver provided a measure of comfort and 
continuity, there was only so much protection from the damage inflicted upon 
these children that she could give. The stress from the situation, changed re
lationships, and the acts of masking one's identity was extremely taxing even 
on the most resilient of children.

NEW PATTERNS OF AUTHORiTY

In many of the testimonies given by child survivors of the Holocaust, it is 
apparent that household servants often had earned the trust or even affec
tions of their employers before the war. The importance of their role was un
derstood by household members, and they were sometimes treated as if they 
were a member of the family. Many child survivors recall the central role in 
their lives played by their maids and nannies and the mutual affection between 
themselves and their caregivers. However, at the end of the day, even when 
these women were trusted and treated in a familial manner, they were still 
employees and a power dynamic was associated with that employer/employee 
relationship. The primary purpose of their relationship was based ultimately 
on an economic arrangement, and this shaped the basic power dynamic.

Under the Nazi occupation, this power dynamic shifted. Gentile household 
employees found themselves higher on the social ladder than their former 
employers based on their status as non-Jews. While under the Nazi racial 
hierarchy Slavic peoples were considered inferior to Germans, they were 

. ,  above Jews. Not only did the power dynamic between lower-class Poles and 
M middle-class or affluent Jews change in the public realm, it also changed dra- 
. matically in the intimate realm in cases where former domestic employees 
t ] protected their former charges. Their role changed from servant to potential 
M savior. Former employers entrusted these women with becoming the primary 
*  decision makers in a new role in which their decisions ultimately had life- 

, or-death consequences. The former employers were completely at the mercy 
!  ) of their former employees. A domestic servant had the power to attempt to 
! protect their child, to refuse, and to betray the family at any moment once she 
L  became a part of their conspiracy. Sometimes a former domestic servant was 
] the natural choice for this role, based on the prewar relationship she had with 

j^er former employers, and sometimes she was just the only choice.
in the case of Abraham Foxman's protection by his former nanny, Broni- 

sl&wa Kurpi, this household employee did not begin working for the family 
I, ^hl after the outbreak of the war.*^ When the Germans ordered that Jews 
1 move into the Vilna ghetto, the maid approached the couple and asked what 

would do with the baby. His mother, Helen Foxman, replied that the 
then thirteen months old, would go with them into the ghetto and what 

Ppened to them would happen to the child. Kurpi proposed that the family
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allow her to take little Abraham instead. Helen Foxman said that when Kurpi 
offered there was no time to think about it/" With no time for discussion, Mrs. 
Foxman looked to her husband, who replied, "Okay, take him," and she ac
cepted this under the assumption that he knew better than she did and the de
cision was for the best." The couple gave Kurpi all their possessions, with the 
exception of 180 rubles, so that she could sell them to support herself and the 
child; and Mr. Foxman promised he would continue to support them from the 
ghetto/" At Kurpi s request, the couple gave her a statement saying that they 
were giving her the child as her own; and Kurpi had the child baptized as Cze
slaw Kurpi, registering him as her own offspring/" Both parents continued to 
earn money while confined in the ghetto and continued to pass funds along 
to Kurpi to care for their child. Once a week Helen Foxman would slip away 
from the ghetto to go check on the child in Kurpi's home in Vilna, and Kurpi 
would continually pressure Mr. Foxman for money. The child recognized Mrs. 
Foxman, but thought she was his aunt. The baby knew Kurpi as his mother 
and Mrs. Foxman was not allowed to hold or kiss him when she visited/^

Kurpi, when she was employed by the Foxmans, had acted as the child's 
caregiver on their directives; but now in this new situation, she held all the 
power and dictated the terms of when the couple could see their child, how 
they were to behave around him, and how the child should understand who 
they were. When Kurpi requested that they sign the document stating that 
they gave her their child, they complied. The Foxmans were a religious fam
ily, and now under this new social situation and time of need, they felt they 
had to comply with Kurpi: allowing their child to be baptized and raised as 
a Catholic, and giving up control of their child's spiritual life, aiong with all 
other decisions about his upbringing and health/' This is a powerful example 
of how the power dynamic changed under this new situation. This maid, mar
ginalized through her sex and class status, now dictated the new terms of tbi: 
relationship with her former employers.

In her testimony, Mrs. Foxman stated that Kurpi threatened her husband; 
telling him that if  he refused to pay she would go to the Gestapo and turn In 
the circumcised child/" Given her attachment to the child, this may have been 
merely an attempt to secure more money from the couple. The couple at one 
time also demanded that the child be returned, but Kurpi refused. Joseph Pot
man testified that he realized then that the nanny who was raising their baby 
was, in fact, blackmailing them/" This former employee, rather than acting# 
a conduit of the parents' values, controlled their access to their own child. The 
parents had no say in his upbringing anymore, and the child's survival M*as 

left in the hands of this woman.
When the couple felt they had to leave the ghetto in order to survive, 

Foxman went to stay with a Polish family and Mrs. Foxman stayed with Kufp
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She was initially "afraid to go to the goya," since Kurpi was already sheltering 
the child and Mrs. Foxman did not want to upset the situation there and was 
not even sure if Kurpi would agree to take her/** According to Mrs. Foxman, 
the two women got along fairly well while Mr. Foxman was away before the 
war; but once he returned, there was conflict in the household.** Kurpi agreed 
to shelter Mrs. Foxman and helped her obtain papers so she could work, and 
Mrs. Foxman in turn passed as a gentile working to pay for her upkeep. Kurpi 
found a place for the two women and the child to live on the outskirts of Vilna. 
Joseph Foxman wrote, "Even while Helen stayed with Bronia she suffered 
from her outbursts," and every so often Kurpi would force Mrs. Foxman to 
leave, occasionally along with the baby/* Mr. Foxman states that, "On the 
whole, Bronia treated the child well. She fed him and kept him clean, but if  he 
made any sign of even leaning toward Helen, Bronia would spank him ."" De
spite this, the child was very close to his caregiver and displayed his affection 
toward her with hugs and kisses.

The relationships between the Foxmans and Kurpi were complicated. Both 
Helen and Joseph Foxman recognized that without her efforts their child 
would have not survived and likely neither would they, as her care for the child 

.  freed them initially to focus on their own survival. Kurpi also sheltered Helen 
]  Foxman when she left the ghetto herself, and this relationship was extremely 
LL 'tenuous. Helen Foxman stated that Kurpi did "plenty of harm" to her during 

the time she sheltered her." She described Kurpi as "a sick, vicious woman." ** 
Helen had to work at 6:oo a.m., and Kurpi would keep her awake at night, 

^  Would not allow her to so much as touch her own child even though he slept 
in the bed with Kurpi right next to her own bed, and frequently threw her 

of the house. Helen Foxman had to deal with being relegated to being her 
*','.6wn child's "aunt" and lived in constant fear that their protector would betray 

them. We do not have access to Kurpi's version of events or her motivations for 
her actions. After the war, she did not want to surrender Abraham to Helen 
and Joseph Foxman. This is evident in her attempts to obtain legal custody of 
the child and her attempted kidnapping of the child when legal means failed 
her. Kurpi wanted to continue in her role as the boy's mother after the war, 

it can be assumed that this conflict over her desire to be Abraham's mother 
implicated her feelings toward Helen Foxman. However, she also did extend 

I sidtothis woman, even while her behavior was sometimes erratic and cruel.** 
h This case is illustrative of the extreme shift in power that took place when 

3former household employee took on the role of rescuer, even when it was 
as pronounced as it was in this particular case. In the interwar period, 

BHnestic employees were clearly subordinated to their employers; but in the 
^  social order of the Nazi era and in this new role of rescuer, these women 

^unprecedented level of power over their former employers. Sometimes
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the former employee had fond or even familial feelings toward the parents of 
the charges they took, but this was not always the case, as we see evidenced in 
the Foxman/Kurpi case. Even when relations between the parents and care
giver were strained, their collaboration was nevertheless often vital for the 
success of the rescue. Kurpi received financial support from the Foxmans, 
easing the financial burden of caring for a small child during extremely diffi
cult economic times. This collaboration between Kurpi and the Foxmans was 
strained, but it nonetheless had them all laboring toward a common cause— 
to keep this young child alive and safe during a time when his very existence 
was outlawed by the ruling regime.

LtBEKATtON

The war had changed relations and relationships between caregivers and 
charges, former employers and employees, and Polish Catholics and Polish 
jews. Abnormal became normal; safety was turned into insecurity. The end 
of the war did not bring an end to these changes or to the connections be
tween these particular groups of Poles and Jews. Aid providers and recipients 
were forever changed by their experiences. Children and their caregivers 
became closer through their participation in their mutual conspiracies, al
though their relationships became far more complicated. Caregivers suffered 
consequences for their decision to shelter children and had to reaffirm their 
decision day afler day as new difficulties arose. Children lost track of then- 
prewar identities and aspects of those identities, and suffered emotional dam
age even when they were in the care of someone who loved them so much she 
was willing to risk her own life to try to keep them alive. When the Nazis were . 
pushed out of Poland, the happy endings still did not come. Children were 1 
emotionally scarred, and their protectors were reluctant to have their war- ! 
time secrets exposed. Many of the children they had risked their lives to keep j 
were reclaimed either by family members or Jewish organizations, leaving th ,̂ t 
caregivers grieving.'" !

The caregivers took great risks participating in rescue and aid activities.,, ]) 
Entering the ghettos, passing goods into the ghettos, or ferrying children; j 
out of the ghettos; obtaining housing, legal documents, or employment for 
Jews living clandestinely outside the ghetto walls; or concealing or passing 
off a Jewish child as their own were tremendously risky endeavors. These ac
tivities required a great deal of knowledge, the ability to seek out and tak? 
advantage of resources, and the ability to exploit a situation when needed. 
Sometimes when these women were essentially caught, their brazenness and 
quick thinking were all they had to rely on. This could mean feigning outrage 
or becoming aggressive when confronted by someone suspicious of their ac
tivity, being able to stick to a story under extreme stress, or knowing who#
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to contact when they needed emergency aid. The women who engaged in this 
behavior had already become empowered to some degree as a result of leaving 
their families of origin and assuming responsibility in their employers' home, 
but this new situation pushed them even further.

The act of rescuing and protecting a Jewish charge built on this newfound 
independence, empowering former domestic servants even further. This 
would result in a new set of expectations for their postwar lives. Many of 
these maids would come to believe they had earned the right to raise the chil
dren they protected independently and that the extended families of these 
children should be grateful to them for their efforts, but often this did not 
happen. Former maids who had been working in other capacities may have 
also felt as if  they had transcended the social barriers that kept them in the 
lower class before the war, but when they went abroad they were expected to 
become maids again.

Former domestic servants who had saved their charges were also disap
pointed when after the war they were often not allowed to keep the children 
they had protected. In the case of the Foxmans and their nanny, Bronislawa 
Kurpi, both parents survived; so they had a natural claim to the child they had 
placed in her care, even though she felt justified in keeping him. In cases in 
which a child's immediate family was murdered during the Holocaust, many 
Jewish children were still removed from their wartime rescuer even though 
she was the only parent figure they had left. Sometimes they would be sent to 
extended family members, but other times they were removed from the care 
ef their rescuers to be placed in an institution either in Europe, Palestine, or 
the United States. Prior to the Holocaust, there were roughly a million Jewish 
children under the age of fourteen in Poland." According to a report of the 
Central Jewish Committee of Poland, only about 3 percent of those children 
Nirvived. Polish Jews were among the hardest hit of all of the victims of Nazi 

persecution, with only about 10 percent of the once thriving community sur- 
Mving." Children were especially hard hit in the Nazi death tolls, and so the 
Recovery of these children by the Jewish community was a top priority.

The women of this chapter and my larger study knew their charges from 
More the war and then expended a great deal of energy protecting them 
r̂ om harm during the Nazi occupation and Holocaust. They risked their own 

and sometimes the lives of their friends and family. They sometimes had 
to cut ties with people they cared about and lived with the stress of knowing 

could be caught at any moment. Often, the bond between the caregivers 
their charges grew even stronger as a result of their participation in this 

[RPRspiracy. Many of these women felt like mothers to these children, and 
M r separation was heartbreaking.

These women, who went to great lengths to thwart the Nazi authorities and
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hide their activities from potential denouncers, could not freely talk about 
their experiences after the war. Joanna Michlic argues that in the postwar 
period dedicated rescuers were unable to reveal their wartime activities be
cause it would result in stigmatization for their efforts/" During the interwar 
period, ethnonationalistic press labeled ethnic Poles who defended the rights 
of the Jewish minority against antisemitic violence or persecution as "Jews," 
"Jewish uncles and aunts," or "Jewish protectors and Jewish saviors.""" These 
people were, according to Michlic, perceived and treated like traitors to the 
Polish collective by ethnonationalists and were thought to have violated cul
tural codes."" She argues that during the war, aid to Jews was perceived in the 
same fashion.

After the war, there was still this stigmatization for dedicated rescuers for 
their attachments to Jews. Rescuer accounts of their activity served as a re
minder that rescue was a minority activity among ethnic Poles and a reminder 
of Polish persecution of their Jewish population (and their Polish helpers) by 
many while under Nazi occupation."" Violent acts of antisemitism occurred 
regularly in Poland after the war, such as the Kialce pogrom that was perpe
trated on July 4,1946. As a result, rescuers likely would have perceived that it 
could be dangerous to talk openly about their activities during the war, which 
meant that they had to continue keeping secrets from people and masking 
their wartime lives and suffering. More practically, hiding a Jewish charge 
during the occupation put others at risk, including members of a household. 
Sometimes these household members were a part of the conspiracy, and 
sometimes they did not know they were actually hiding someone. Many Poles 
saw the idea that a Pole would knowingly put their own family at risk to saw 
a Jew as questionable behavior. In short, though rescue and aid activities did 
serve to thwart the aims of the Nazi occupiers, the majority of Poles did not 
see rescue in the same way as other clandestine resistance because it was as* 
sociated with the protection of Jews, not ethnic Poles.

Many rescuers were disappointed with their treatment after the war. They 
were disappointed either because they were expected to resume their lives as 
domestic servants as if  nothing had changed, or because they were separated 
from their charges after the war, or because after the war they had to continue 
to carry the burden of their clandestine activities for years to come. <
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